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Influence of an external electric field on structure in surface-stabilized smectic-C chevron cells
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We use a Landau–de Gennes model to study the effect of static external electric fields on the director and
layer structure and switching in surface stabilized smectic-C cells with uniform chevron structure. We consider
uniform switching of the whole cell and find the threshold electric field needed to switch the director from one
stable state to the other stable state. The effect of temperature and cell thickness on the value of the threshold
electric field is studied. We also find the switching time as a function of the strength of the applied electric field
and study the director and layer structure during the switch.

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 42.79.Kr, 61.30.Gd, 61.30.Jf
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I. INTRODUCTION

In surface stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystal ce
smectic layers usually deform into a characteristic chev
structure@1,2#. The chevron structure~see Fig. 1! is believed
to arise due to the mismatch between the natural sme
layer thickness and the periodicity imposed by the layer p
ning at the surface in the smectic-A phase. This surface
memory effect has been confirmed experimentally@3#, but
recent theoretical considerations@4# also suggest that th
conservation of layers, combined with the extremely sl
time scale of nonequilibrium layer drift through the smec
fluid, impose the chevron structure.

In the past two decades several theoretical models h
been presented to describe the director and layer structu
smectic-C chevron cells. This extensive work has mai
been motivated by a potential use of surface stabilized liq
crystal cells in display devices. The original model was p
forward by Clark and co-workers@1,5#. In this model the
continuity of the director across the cell is considered. T
model, however, includes the discontinuity of smectic lay
at the chevron tip. Recently the model of Clarket al. has
been extended to include continuity of the biaxial ordering
the chevron tip@6#.

A number of models of the chevron structure have be
reported which take into account layer bending and the
rector rotation on the cone@7–12#. None of these models
however, decoupled the molecular cone angle from
smectic layer tilt angle. When this constraint was remov
@13# an important physical consequence resulted. It w
shown that the director at the chevron tip tilts out of t
plane defined by the smectic layer normal and the surf
normal (xz plane in Fig. 1! even if the equilibrium layer tilt
equals the bulk value of the cone angle. Out of plane
results due to the competition between the surface and
bulk forces. The surface periodicity requires that the mole
lar cone angle reduces to zero at the chevron tip, the b
periodicity, however, prefers the molecular cone angle be
equal to its bulk value. As a result solutions were fou
where the director tilt reduces at the chevron tip, but it do
not reduce to zero. This out of plane tilt propagates throu
out the cell which leads to the most important characteri
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of chevron cells—bistability. This means that chevron ce
exhibit two stable director states@see Figs. 1~b!, 1~c!# be-
tween which the cell can be switched by the application of
external electric field. An important reason to model surfa
stabilized cells is to describe the switching dynamics
tween these stable director states.

Molecular director and layer response of chevron surf
stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystals in low electric field
have first been studied by Williset al. @14#. They showed
experimentally and also presented theoretical arguments
there is no significant change in smectic layer thickness
chevron layer structure under typical director switching co
ditions. The simple model of Clarket al. has also been use
to find the director structures in external electric field at d
ferent strengths of surface orientational director anchor
@15#.

The director profiles in surface stabilized smectic-C cells
in external electric fields are studied in more detail both

FIG. 1. The chevron structure.d0 is the smectic layer thicknes
in the smectic-A phase,dC is the smectic layer thicknes in bul
smectic-C. ~a! The structure is described by the layer tilt angled,
the molecular cone angleq and the director position on the conew.
~b! One bistable state with the director tilted out of thexz plane in
the1y direction~theD state!. The layer polarization has a compo
nent along the2x direction, i.e., down thex axis. ~c! Another
stable state with the director tilted out of thexz plane in the2y
direction ~the U state!. The layer polarization has a compone
along the1x direction, i.e., up thex axis.
2317 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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perimentally and theoretically by Brownet al. @16–18#.
They compose a chevron by two layers, tilted uniformly b
in the opposite direction. A continuum model of Leslieet al.
@19# is used to study switching.

An early quantitative investigation which related physic
characteristics of tilted layers in surface stabilized ferroel
tric liquid crystal cells to devices and electrical address
was presented by Escheret al. @20#. They have presented
simple dynamical model of switching including the effect
biaxiality, ionic effects, and ion diffusion. Switching beha
ior of surface stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystal cells w
studied in more detail by Sakoet al. @21#. Their simple uni-
form switching model incorporates the ferroelectric and
electric energy term and nonpolar surface orientational
choring. Recently this model was improved by t
incorporation of the elastic energy terms as well@22#.

In this work we use the Landau–de Gennes mode
study the switching dynamics and the director and la
structure in surface stabilized smectic-C cells with uniform
chevron structure in low external electric fields. The adv
tages of this model over other continuous models have
ready been discussed in detail in our previous work@13#. The
model is compact but it includes all the significant charac
istic of the chevron structure including the detailed struct
of the layer and director structure of the chevron tip.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we intr
duce the model. In Sec. III we present numerical results
the director and layer structure in the cell in an exter
electric field. In Sec. IV we find the threshold electric field
which the director switches from one stable structure to
other and study its dependence on temperature and cell th
ness. In Sec. V we find the switching time as a function
the strength of the electric field applied and study the dir
tor and layer structure during the switch. In Sec. VI we d
cuss the results and make the conclusions.

II. MODEL

We use the Landau–de Gennes model, based on the
ogy between superconductors and smectics@23–25#. In the
context of this model the smectic-C structure is described b
the nematic directorn and the complex smectic order param
eterc(r )5h(r )exp$if(r )%, whereh(r )5uc(r )u is the mag-
nitude of the smectic order parameter andf(r ) is the phase
factor that determines the position of smectic layers. We
sume thath(r ) is constant and equal to its bulk valuehB .
The free energy density consists of the nematic and
smectic contribution@13,25# and the contribution due to th
external electric field (E) applied across the cell:

f 5
1

2
K„@“•n#21~“3n!2

…1ciu~n•“2 iq0!cu2

1c'un3“cu21Du~n3“ !2cu22PS•E, ~1!

whereK is the nematic elastic constant,ci , c' , andD are
related to smectic elastic constants. The de Gennes sm
layer compressibility elastic constantB is related toci asB
5ciq0

2hB
2 @13#. The parameterc' is temperature dependen

c'5c'0~T/TAC21!5c'0t r ,
t
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where TAC is the phase transition temperature from t
smectic-A to the smectic-C in bulk andt r is a reduced tem-
perature. The periodicity required by the surface isq0
52p/d0, where d0 is the smectic layer thickness in th
smectic-A phase. The bulk value of the molecular cone an
that follows from the model is tanqB5Auc'u/(2Dq0

2).
The chevron cell geometry is shown in Fig. 1. The dire

tor and layer structure in chevron cells are usually descri
by the smectic layer tilt angled, the molecular cone angleq,
and the director position on the conew @see Fig. 1~a!#. The
characteristic chevron tip width islch5A2D/uc'u @26#. The
director at the chevron tip~at x50) can tilt either in the1y
or 2y direction. This out ofxz plane tilt then propagate
throughout the cell. We shall call the state in which the
rector tilts in the1y direction theD state@Fig. 1~b!# and the
other stable state theU state@Fig. 1~c!#.

The numerical calculation are performed in thexyz coor-
dinate system. The director is expressed by its compon
along thex, y, andz axes. Since we study the case where
electric field is applied in the6x direction everywhere in the
cell, the director is a function ofx coordinate only:

n~x!5$k~x!,l ~x!,m~x!%, ~2!

where m5(12k22 l 2)1/2, becauseun(x)u51. The smectic
order parameter phase factor is

f~x,z!5q0@z1u~x!#. ~3!

The layer displacement fieldu(x) describes the departur
from the planar layer configuration. The variables used
calculations are thusk(x), l (x), andu(x).

The effect of external electric fieldE on the structure is
taken into account by the last term in the free energy den
~1!. We neglect the effect of free charges and bound char
due to the divergence of spontaneous polarization. We
neglect the effect of the dielectric anisotropy which becom
important at fields much higher than the typical thresh
fields. The ferroelectric polarization is perpendicular to t
smectic layer normal (n) and the director:

PS5P0n3n. ~4!

The two stable director states differ in the direction of t
spontaneous polarization. In theD state thex component of
the polarization points in the2x direction~down thex axis!.
In the U state thex component of the polarization points i
the1x direction~up thex axis!. The smectic layer normal is
obtained from the smectic order parameter phase facto
n5“f/u“fu. With the use of Eqs.~2! to ~4! we find the
expression for the electric contribution to the free ene
density. For the electric field applied along the1x axis we
obtain

P0El

A11~du/dx!2
.

The two bistable structures thus differ in the sign ofl (x). If
l (x) is positive, the electric field applied along the1x axis
can rotate the director to the other stable state. A struc
with l (x) negative will be switched by the electric filed ap
plied along the2x axis.
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The effect of surface orientational anchoring should
added to the free energy of the cell. Here we assume st
anchoring of the director at the surface along thez axis. The
boundary conditions atx56L/2 are thenk50, l 50 and
d2u/dx250.

III. DIRECTOR AND LAYER STRUCTURE

In this section we show the numerical results for the
rector and layer structure in the chevron cell in low exter
electric fields. The initial structure in the absence of the el
tric field is theD state in which the director tilts from thexz
plane in the1y direction everywhere in the cell@Fig. 1~b!#.
If an electric fieldE, greater than the threshold fieldEth , is
applied across the cell in the1x direction theD state can be
switched to theU state in which the director tilts from thexz
plane in the2y direction everywhere in the cell@Fig. 1~c!#.

Due to the additional electric torque on the director in t
cell in the external electric field the director and layer profi
in the external electric field are different than in the abse
of the field. The external field mainly changes the direc
position on the cone. This effect we discuss first. The va
tions in the smectic layer profile and the molecular co
angle are much smaller and will be discussed at the en
this section.

To present the director and layer structure in the chev
cell in external electric fields we have chosen the followi
set of parameters: L52.1 mm, d053.0 nm, K
510211 J m21, ci /c'051, B5ciq0

2hB
25106 J m23,

Dq0
4hB

253.83105 J m23. This parameters are chosen su
that at the reduced temperatureut r u50.1 the bulk value of the
molecular cone angle isqB520° and the characteristic chev
ron width islch50.5d0. The structure is shown at two value
of the reduced temperature: atut r u50.1 and atut r u50.01,
whereqB56.4° andlch51.4d0.

The spatial dependence of the director position on
cone (w) at different strengths of the external electric field
shown in Fig. 2. In the absence of an external field the
rector rotates fromw50 at the chevron tip tow'1.1 over
the distance of the order of the chevron tip widthlch. Then
it rotates uniformly tow5p/2 at the surface. When the ele
tric field is applied the structure deforms most in the mid
between the surface and the chevron tip. There the torqu
the director due to the surface anchoring and the ‘‘anch
ing’’ at the chevron tip is least felt. The director rotates
the cone toward the position in which the component of
spontaneous polarization along the external electric fiel
maximum. If the field is applied along the2x direction ~no
switch! then the director rotates towardw50. If it is applied
in the 1x direction ~possible switch! then w in the middle
between the surface and the chevron tip increases. The
tic torque on the director around the chevron tip increa
and at the electric fieldE greater than the threshold fieldEth,
the director at the chevron tip flips from theD state to theU
state withw5p at the chevron tip.

In Fig. 3 we show the spatial variation of the directory
component@ l (x)# at different strengths of the external ele
tric field. As already mentionedl (x) changes sign during th
switch. It also determines the amount of the director tilt o
of the xz plane, i.e., the plane determined by the layer a
surface normals. It is related to the director ‘‘in plane tilt’’b
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~‘‘in plane’’ with respect to the surface plane!, defined by
Brown et al. @17#. The angleb is the angle between thez
axis and the director projection to thezy plane and is related
to l (x) as tanb(x)5 l (x)/m(x). Usually l (x)!1 andm(x)
;1, so in most cases we haveb(x); l (x).

We discuss in more detail the structure in the cell in t
external electric field which is lower than the threshold fie
and applied in the1x direction. The elastic free energy o
the cell increases as long asE,Eth . The main contribution
to this increase is due to the elastic deformation around
chevron tip. At the chevron tip the director cannot swit
form one state to the other by the rotation on the cone. T
cone angle can only decrease before the structure flips to
stable state on the other side of the cone. The external
affects the magnitude of the cone angle only around
chevron tip. Everywhere else in the cell the cone an
equals its bulk value and is not affected by the application
the external electric field. This confirms that typical switc
ing fields can cause only director rotation on the cone to
position in which the polarization component along the e
ternal field is maximum. Typical switching fields are too lo
to cause an increase in the equilibrium cone angle wh
would also increase the spontaneous polarization.

The director at the chevron tip is dragged to the oppo
side of the cone by the liquid crystal in the rest of the c

FIG. 2. The director position on the conew ~in radians! at dif-
ferent ratiosE/Eth, where E is the strength of the electric field
applied across the cell andEth is the threshold electric field.~a!
ut r u50.01, Eth53.031026B/P0, from bottom to top:
E/Eth521.00, 20.33, 0, 10.33, 10.97, 11.00; ~b! ut r u50.1,
Eth54.531025B/P0, from bottom to top:E/Eth521.04, 20.22,
0, 10.22, 11.04. The chevron tip is atx50.
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where the director has already rotated to the opposite sid
the cone at the electric fields lower than the threshold fi
~see Fig. 2!. This effect is much larger than the direct co
pling between the external electric field and the spontane
polarization around the chevron tip, sinceP andE are nearly
antiparallel there. So if the biaxial ordering and thus t
magnitude of spontaneous polarization go to zero around
chevron tip@6# over the width that is comparable to the che
ron tip width ~as can be reasonably expected!, this should
have no significant influence on the switching conditions
long as the cell thickness is a lot larger then the chevron
width. Melting of the biaxial ordering could have a signifi
cant effect on switching only in very thin cells or at tempe
tures close to the phase transition to the smectic-A phase.
None of these conditions is in general applicable to the ty
cal cells used in switching devices.

The variations in the smectic layer profile in the chevr
cell in low external electric fields are extremely small. If th
electric field is applied along the2x direction, i.e., along the
nonswitching direction, then the external electric fie
slightly flattens the chevron tip. This agrees with experim
tal results@27,28# where bookshelf structure was obtain

FIG. 3. The directory component~l! at different ratiosE/Eth,
whereE is the strength of the electric field applied across the c
and Eth is the threshold electric field.~a! ut r u50.01, Eth53.0
31026B/P0, from top to bottom: E/Eth521.00, 20.33, 0,
10.33, 10.97, 11.00; ~b! ut r u50.1, Eth54.531025B/P0, from
top to bottom:E/Eth521.04, 20.22, 0,10.22, 11.04. The chev-
ron tip is atx50.
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from the chevron structure with rather high voltag
(;50 V) applied across the cell. In the typical fields th
induce switching between the two stable states, however
effect is rather small. If the electric field is applied along t
2x direction, the chevron tip sharpens as long as the elec
field is smaller than the threshold value. AtE.Eth the chev-
ron tip is again slightly less sharp than in the absence of
external field. The numerical results thus confirm the e
mates by Willis et al. @14#, who suggested that the field
typical for switching have no influence on the smectic lay
structure and smectic layer thickness. This small variati
in the layer profile are, however, important. If they are n
glected we find significantly higher threshold fields. Inste
at E.3.031026B/P0 the cell whose director profile is
shown in Fig. 2~a! would switch atE.4.031026B/P0.

IV. THRESHOLD ELECTRIC FIELD

The dependence of the threshold electric field on temp
ture and cell thickness is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. To find
threshold fieldE we calculate the equilibrium director an
layer structure at different values ofE and find the value at
which the structure flips from one stable state to the othe

ll

FIG. 4. Threshold electric fieldEth as a function of temperature
The line presents the best power law fit to the numerical resu
Eth(0.1)54.531025B/P0 is the threshold electric field at the re
duced temperatureut r u50.1.

FIG. 5. Threshold electric fieldEth as a function of the cell
thicknessL. Triangles:ut r u50.01; circles:ut r u50.1. At both tem-
peratures:Eth

0 is the threshold value atL55000lch.
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We first discuss temperature dependence~see Fig. 4!. The
dependence obeys a power law with the exponent of 1
60.02 as long as the cell thickness is a lot greater than
chevron tip width and the surface anchoring does not sign
cantly influence the structure around the chevron tip.
ut r u,1023 the cell thickness is already comparable to t
chevron tip width. As a result the layer structure inside
cell looks more sinelike instead of solitonlike@26#. In this
region the threshold electric field is lower than predicted
the power law dependence.

Strong director anchoring along thez direction was cho-
sen at the surface. This type of anchoring tries to enforc
planar chevron structure in the cell. The relative strength
surface to bulk forces increases at temperatures close to
phase transition to the smectic-A phase. Atut r u<1024 we
thus obtain a planar chevron structure@26# which is
monostable.

The dependence of the threshold valueEth on the cell
thicknessL is shown in Fig. 5. In thicker cells the influenc
of the surface torque and the torque at the chevron tip
becoming smaller in comparison to the electric torque on
bulk between the surface and the chevron tip. As a result
threshold value ofEth decreases when thickness increas
The dependence ofEth on L is shown at two different tem
peratures: atut r u50.1 ~andqB520°) and atut r u50.01 ~and
qB56.4°). If Eth /Eth

0 ~where Eth
0 is the threshold value a

L@lch) vs 1/L is plotted both curves have the same sha
The cell with higherqB , however, switches at higher field
and also switches faster as will be shown in the followi
section. In a realistic cell (L;2 mm), qB;20° the ratio
L/lch is 1500 and more which is in the region where t
curveEth vs 1/L flattens out.

Finally we can estimate the value of the critical field in
realistic case whereL52 mm, qB520°, ut ru50.1, P0
51024 C m22, andB5106 J m23. The value ofEth is 4.5
31025B/P0 ~see Fig. 4!. We find that the threshold electri
field is 4.53105 V m21. In a very rough estimate the thres
old voltage across the cell is then of the order of 1 V. T
estimate qualitatively agrees with the experimental res
@29#.

V. SWITCHING TIME

Finally we find the switching time from one stable state
the other after the external field was applied. The initial co
dition in the numerical calculations presented is the follo
ing. In the absence of an external field the whole cell is in
D state. Then an external electric fieldE is applied. To find
the structure at timet after the field was switched on, we us
the simplest possible approach, i.e., Landau-Khalatni
equations

]g
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]kj
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]
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]t8
50.

The parametert8 in Landau-Khalatnikov dynamic equation
is a dimensionless time:t85t/t, where

t5
g

uc'uq0
2hB

2
5

g

But ru
.

Here g is the rotational viscosity. With g
;1021 kg(ms)21 @21#, B;106 J m23 andut ru;0.1 we ob-
tain t;1026 s. We essentially neglect the effect of bac
flow on switching dynamics. The effect, however, can s
nificantly affect the switching@30,31#.

To present the switching from one stable state to the o
we show the spatial dependence of the directory component
~l! at different times after the field was switched on. In Fig
the time development is shown for a 2.1mm cell at two
temperatures:ut r u50.1 (qB520°) and at ut r u50.01 (qB
56.4°). In both casesE51.1 Eth . We see that the directo

FIG. 6. Spatial dependence of the directory component~l! at
different times after the field was switched on.~a! ut r u50.1, E
55.231025B/P0 , Eth54.531025B/P0, the full line curves are
drawn for every 400t; top curve: t50, bottom curve:t52400t;
dashed line:t51800t; ~b! ut r u50.01, E53.331026B/P0 , Eth

53.031026B/P0, the curves are drawn for every 100t; top curve:
t50, bottom curve:t5900t. t is the characteristic time at a give
reduced temperature.
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close to the surface rotates first. The rotation then propag
towards the chevron tip. The chevron tip switches last.
the switching time we have chosen the time at which
director at the chevron tip flips to the new stable state.

In Fig. 7 we show the time dependence ofl at the chevron
tip. In the same figure we also show the time dependenc
l in the middle between the surface and the chevron tip~i.e.,
at x5L/4! and the maximum tiltl in the 2y direction. The
behavior at two different temperatures is significantly diffe
ent. In typical cells used in display devices we can expect
behavior shown in Fig. 7~a!. In this case (ut r u50.1 andqB
520°) the bulk liquid crystal between the surface and
chevron tip switches before the chevron tip switches.
higher temperatures (ut r u50.01 andqB56.4°) the director
in the bulk starts rotating towards the new bistable state
mediately after the field is switched on. The bulk, howev
switches completely only after the chevron tip has switch
as well @see Fig. 7~b!#.

Finally, in Fig. 8 we show the switching time as a fun
tion of E. At a given temperature the switching time d
creases with increasing field strength. At higher temperatu
~lower ut r u) the threshold field strength decreases and a
result the switching time increases. We note that in our c
the switching time would always monotonically decrea

FIG. 7. The time dependence of the directory component at the
chevron tip~full line!, in the middle between the surface and t
chevron tip~at x5L/4) ~dashed line! and the minimum value ofl
~squares!. ~a! ut r u50.1, E55.231025B/P0; ~b! ut r u50.01, E
53.331026B/P0.
tes
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with increasing field strength because we did not include
effect of dielectric anisotropy. This effect is quadratic
field, it becomes important at higher fields and it eventua
causes the switching time to increase with the increas
field strength@21,22#.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a theoretical study of switching
tween the bistable states in chevron surface stabilized fe
electric liquid crystal cells. This is the first study of switch
ing that takes into account a detailed director and la
structure of the chevron tip. We showed how the director a
layer structure deform in the cell in external electric fie
We confirmed the predictions that smectic layer deformat
is negligible at the typical switching fields. We found th
threshold electric field as a function of temperature and
thickness. We also studied the time development of the
rector and layer structure after the field, stronger than
switching field, was applied to the cell. We have shown t
the threshold electric field increases with decreasing te
perature and that it obeys a power law dependence on
perature. The threshold field increases also if the cell thi
ness decreases.

When studying the switching dynamics we have fou
two possible scenarios. At lower temperatures and hig
bulk values of the molecular cone angle the director rotat
on the cone from one stable state to the other begins at
boundary and propagates toward the chevron tip. The liq
crystal between the surface and the chevron tip switches
to an order of magnitude faster than the chevron tip.
higher temperatures and lower values of the bulk molecu
cone angle the director rotation again starts at the surface
propagates toward the chevron tip. However, the chevron
switches before the rest of the cell. After the tip is switche
the switch propagates from the chevron tip towards
middle between the surface and the chevron tip. We h
also shown that as long as the effect of dielectric anisotr
can be neglected the switching time decreases if the ele
field strength increases.

FIG. 8. Switching time (ts) as a function of strength of the
applied electric field. Switching times are expressed in terms of
characteristic time at the reduced temperatureut r u50.1 (t0.1).
Squares:ut r u50.1, Eth54.531025B/P0 , t0.15g/(But ru);1026 s;
circles: ut r u50.01, Eth53.031026B/P0 , t510t0.1.
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The model presented in this work gives all the essen
characteristics of switching. However, at this stage we h
considered only symmetrical chevron cells with strong n
polar orientational anchoring at the surfaces. Inclusion of
polar surface anchoring leads to well known splayed state
chevron structures. In our study we have also neglected
effect of the spontaneous polarization self-interaction on
structure and switching in chevron cells. This effect becom
important in materials having sufficiently high polarizatio
Due to the spontaneous polarization self-interaction the
rector out of plane tilt decreases which leads to the decre
in the threshold field value. The combination of very stro
ta

a-

s

st.
l
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e
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i-
se

polar surface anchoring together with the sufficiently hi
spontaneous polarization can lead to the planar chev
structure in which the director aligns in thexz plane every-
where in the cell except close to the surfaces. Such struc
would exhibit continuous reorientation of the director in t
external electric field, i.e., it would switch without threshol
In our future work we intend to study the effect in full deta
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